
Level 1 Fighter Outlander

Grey
Earth Genasi Neutral Good
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It is each person's responsibility to make
the most happiness for the whole tribe
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I suffer awful visions of a coming disaster
and will do anything to prevent it.
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There's no room for caution in
a life lived to the fullest.
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Common - Primordial

Musical Instrument: Piano
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Chain Mail

Hunting trap
Trophy animal
Traveler's Clothes

Great Weapon Fighting
 - When you roll a 1 or 2 on a
damage die for an attack
made with a two-handed
melee weapon, can reroll that
die. Must take the new roll.

Second Wind
 - Can use a bonus action to
regain HP equal to 1d10 +
Fighter level. Must finish a
short/long rest before use
again.



22 5'9 210

Black Grey Black

Outlander Background:
Excellent memory of maps
and geography. Can always
recall general layout of
terrain, settlements and other
features around you.

Can find food and fresh water
for yourself and up to five
other people each day if the
land offers this.

Bounty Hunter

Earth Genasi Abilities:

Earth Walk: Move across difficult terrain of earth and stone
without expending extra movement.

Cast Pass without Trace once per day.
Action. Concentration. 1 hour
 - a veil of shadows and silents radiates from you, masking you
and companions from detection. Each creature you choose within
30 ft has a +10 bonus to DEX (Stealth) and can't be tracked
except by magical means. A creature receiving this bonus leaves
no tracks behind or sings of passage.




